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Best Choice for Appearance
With its classic elegance, Interfor Fineline Paneling 
adds allure to any architectural style. The Paneling 
is hand selected to showcase the small tight-knot 
characteristics of the finest Spruce and Pine. Both 
species highlight the subtle yet beautiful contrast 
between reddish brown knots and off-white fiber. 
Interfor Fineline Paneling takes stain and paint easily 
and is available in three different widths — which 
provides a wide variety of design options. 

Best Choice for Quality and Performance
Interfor Fineline Paneling is milled to an impeccably 
silky texture. Spruce and Pine have straight grains, glue 
easily and take most finishes beautifully. The Paneling is 
meticulously sub-bundled and end-capped to protect 
the milling quality.

Best Choice for Time and Cost Savings 
Interfor Fineline Paneling makes an excellent alternative 
to drywall. It also takes a fraction of the time to install 
compared to square-edged products, which is a benefit 
to any cost-conscious builder. 

Best Choice for the Environment
Wood from responsible sources is by far the best 
building choice, and Interfor meets the highest 
environmental standards. Our Fineline Paneling comes 
from either forests in the Interior of British Columbia 
that are independently certified to the Sustainable 
Forestry Initiative Inc. (SFI®) standard or forests in 
Central Oregon that are selectively harvested, allowing 
young trees to reseed and mature naturally. 
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(feet)

1 x 4 23/32 x 3 3/8 Fineline / WP4                    6 234 8 – 16 PTL

1 x 6 23/32 x 5 3/8 Fineline / WP4                    4 160 8 – 16 PTL

1 x 8 23/32 x 7 1/8 Fineline / WP4                    4 120 8 – 16 PTL

This shows Interfor’s Fineline profile in 1x6.

INTERFOR FINELINE PANELING
Interfor Fineline Paneling has stunning appearance attributes that makes it the paneling of choice for high-end 
builders worldwide. The panel is two sided — Fineline on the face and WP4 on the back — which provides for both the 
contemporary shiplap look and the traditional V-Joint look, in one reversible pattern. The Paneling is manufactured 
from high-quality wood and is milled to an impeccable silky texture. The two-sided or dual profile and the wood’s 
ability to readily accept semi-transparent stain or solid paint allows builders to easily create the popular “nickel gap” 
look. Interfor Fineline Paneling is an excellent choice for applications such as interior walls, ceilings and soffits.
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Interfor is a growth-oriented lumber company with operations in 
Canada and the United States. The Company has annual production 
capacity of 3 billion board feet and offers one of the most diverse 
lines of lumber products to customers around the world.

Installation and Finishing Tips
•  Interfor Fineline Paneling is an excellent choice for many 

applications, including interior walls, ceilings and soffits. It 
can be installed vertically, horizontally or diagonally.

•  Knots should be sealed before painting to prevent them 
from bleeding through the finished surface.

•  After the wood has achieved equilibrium moisture 
content, and before it is installed, a coating on all surfaces 
is strongly recommended to help protect the wood from 
water penetration.

•  Factory finishing, where available, is strongly 
recommended.


